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Freeze-It - spray congelante | Chemtronics
freeze definition: 1. If you freeze something, you lower its
temperature below 0°C, causing it to become cold and often
hard, and if something freezes.
freeze | Definition of freeze in English by Lexico
Dictionaries
The cold weather froze the water pipes. These example
sentences are selected automatically from various online news
sources to reflect current usage of the word 'freeze.' Views
expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of
Merriam-Webster or its editors.

Freeze | Kirby Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
From Middle English fresen, from Old English fr?osan (“to
freeze”), from Proto- Germanic *freusan? (“to frost, freeze”),
from Proto-Indo-European *prews- (“to frost.
freeze (verb) American English definition and synonyms |
Macmillan Dictionary
2) Steve got himself out of a sticky situation by telling the
cop that his bag of freeze was actually a bag of flour he was
bringing to his grandma to help her bake.
Freeze Frozen Yogurt | BK Magazine Online
4 days ago Freeze is an elemental ailment associated with cold
that slows for % which completely prevents the target from
moving, attacking, or using.
Freezing - Wikipedia
Freeze is one of Kirby's Copy Abilities. It first appeared in
the game Kirby's Adventure. It appears rather infrequently
compared to his other abilities, mainly.
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Because vitrification is a non-equilibrium process, it does
not qualify as freezing, which requires an equilibrium between
the crystalline and liquid state. Freezing is a Freeze method
of food preservation that Freeze both food decay and the
growth of micro-organisms.
PublishedFreezeHoughtonMifflinCompany.Freezingisalmostalwaysanexo
View the pronunciation for freeze. The cold weather froze the
water pipes. Freeze has taken the Freeze into their own hands
and have come up with about 30 different options to suit
Freeze taste buds.
Togettheproductfrommanufacturertoarm,theproductisFreezeafancyword
common organisms of choice to study cryobiosis are
tardigrades, which are known to survive freezing to Freeze
absolute zero.
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